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: The process of siting large wind turbines may be divided into two broad
;" steps: site selection, and site evaluation. Site selection is the
ii" process of locating windy sites where wind energy development shows
promise of economic viability. Site evaluation is the process of
determining in detail for a given site the economic potential of the
site. This paper emphasizes the state of the art in the first aspect
\,:_ of siting, site selection. Several technlquea for assessing the wind¢
:" 'resource have been explored or developed in the Federal Wind Energy
Program. Local topography and meteorology will determine which of the
: techniques should be used in locating potential sites. None of the
_: techniques can do the Job alone, none are foolproof, and all require
i considerable knowledge and experience to apply correctly. Therefore,
_- efficient siting requires a strategy which is founded on broad-based
" application of several techniques without relying selely on one narrow
L . '
i:"" field of expertise.
P
Z
[_':'. TECHNIQUES FOR RESOURCE EVALUATZON
|
• wind resource. The variation in magnitude of the wind from one place
!',":i, to another makes site selection difficult. The variation of wind with
_ time at a particular location complicates site evaluation. Wind charac-
i-i.":,, terlstics such as average wind speed, turbulence intensity, and seasonal
..: and diurnal variations can be significantly different over seemingly
_-'." short distances. This means that there is only limlted value in direct
_? application of existing wind data collected at historical statlons--
stations that were probably established without wind energy applications
L. in mind, such as airports or thermal power plants.
'° Since the wind resource variability i_ so great and the cost of onslte
measurements can be large, there is great interest in techniques forJ
'. (a) Present affiliation: Flow Industries, Inc., 21414 68th Ave. So.,
Kent, WA, 98031, (206) 872-8500.
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_i"_:l estimating the wind energy potential of an area or site without having
4_ ._ to initiate wind measurements everywhere, Numerous _oohntquoa _or
_:._--::._..;::I doing this _xiot or have boon proposed, Those _ochniq=as _an be applied
:_! over largo land areas to identify flmaZlor high wind po_on_ial areas or
they can bo uflodto ootlmate wind bohavlor at a partlcular Alto, Among
,!i thoso techniques arc:
• analysis of cxIBtlng and supplementary wind data
'_ _ • topographic £ndica_ors
• biological indicators
• geographical indicators
: • social/cultural indicators
,:"_',' • numerical modeling
A brief description of these is given below. Further detail and refer-
ences to original sources are found in [1]. Followlng these descrip-
tions, example guidelines on their appllcation in a siting program are
Ii.! given.
..
_igistingand SupRlementar_ Wind Data Analysis
Since the atmosphere obeys physical laws governing conservation of
: mass, momentum and energy, some knowledge of the state of the atmosphere
_:._'. at one or more points presumably should allow statements to be made
• ::: about the state of the atmosphere at other points. The topographical
_:'; indicator techniques and numerical and physlcal modeling techniques may
fi._'' be applied to make these statements. Basic input to each technique is
.._ some kind of analysis or summary of patterns of the meteorology at
_ selected points throughout the territory being analyzed.
i_.;.. The elements to be characterized as a pattern depend upon the subsequent
_,._ use of and references to these patterns. A reference to "prevailing
_.. northwest winds at the site" may be as close as one gets to recognizing
_'"_. a pattern at a very flat site. More formal recognition of patterns may
be required if numerical models will be used. Whether or not air tem-
_": perature is an element to be considered in the pattern recognition
_o.__: process is also dictated by the choice of analysis methods. For one
_i ._ type of numerical model discussed later, the fact that the valley winds
_". can be cold does not matter. However I this might be a highly signifi-
• _:_ cant point to other kinds of models or to the meteorologist using topo-
i.:._,, graphical indicators.
o,
• > When data from a single station are being analyzed, the common products
used to characterize the wind behavior are frequency distributions of
..". different wind behaviors of interest and averages. Innumerable displays
: '_ of statistics could be used to characterize a measurement location.
._° Table 1 provides some indication of the utility of several different i
...... single or Joint frequency distributions.
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'PABIJ,II. TYPICAL FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION PROBIICTS
AND TIIEIRPOTENTIAl0APPLICATIONS
Dlmons:tou. of Um_ful.noss of Cimractori_,on oI_ Wind
Fr_B _ Dintrihutlon .B_=)l._la_vl_o_____9or_Aj alytl . of W:l,nd Por._nt:lal
W'lnd,qpood EstlmatlnB energy producClon,
," Wind D_rc,ction Assost_In_local or regional,cf'foctt_of
t,opography
* Wind Spe,ed - Wind Directlea l_oterm.tnin$principal dlr_ctlonu of wind
pow_r. Necessary for cluster dct_n.
, Wind Speed - 'rimeel:Day l)etcrmlnin8diurnal load match. Caution
is required, however, for vertical extrap-
olaclon of diurnal behavior.
Wind Speed - Month of Year l)ctcrmlneseasonal load match.
Wind Directlon - Time el Assessing local or regional thermally
Day -Honth of Year driven wind systems, such as sea breeze
or mountaln-valley winds.
Duration of Wind Speed Assessln8 probability of continuously
Perslstcnce in Specifled availabl_ wind powe,r. Determining partl-
Speed Interval - Month of tioning of available wind energy between
Year large-scale migrating storms and regional
or local thermally driven wind systems.
Determining optimum times for scheduled
wind turbine maintenance.
Here involved approaches are required to recognize wind behavior pat-
terns using several meteorological stations instead of Just one. The
approaches range from highly subjective to completely automated objec-
tive derivation of categories of meteorological behavior.
One approach to use when analyzing data for a reglon is to establish a
synoptic climatology. A synoptic climatology regards patterns of
_".... weather (winds, clouds, precipitation, etc.) as functions Of the static
surface pressure distribution [2]. Basic pressure pattern types are
recognized using subjective or objective analysis of a long history of
weather maps (which are contour plots of the atmospheric pressure
field). 'then,at every time in the record and for every location, a
pattern type can be assigned. Following that, wind behavior at measure-
"" ment sites is statistically analyzed as a function of pattern type, or
wind behavior as a function of pattern type is estimated between sta-
tions by application of numerical models or topographical indicators
for each type. With the statistics on the frequency of occurrence of
each type determined from the assignment procedure, weighted average
wind behaviors can be established at points of interest. Examples o£
this approach to preliminary resource assessments using subjectively
derived pressure patterns or types are described in [3,4].
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On_ objective procedure £0_ pattern _ec_ni_ion i_ known as p_incip_l
cemponanC_ analynle (PCA), alee aom_t_mon _forrad to an aigonvector or
_plrical orthogonal function an_ly_i_, PCA appliaa_ton_ _o w_nd
. energy problo$_ have concentrated on pattorn_ among wind va_tora man-
.. aurod _hrouahou_ a roalon prior co appllca_ion of numerical modal_
[5,6,1]. Con_idor wind apood and dlroa_ion moaauromontn mado hourly at
,¢,_ I0 1ocn_Iona for a year. The PCA _ochnlquo (followln8 the procoaurco
. of [5] would ma_homa_i_ally do_o_ino I0 pattorno, or olgonvoctoro.
_, All 8760 hourly pattorno could be described ao variously weighted
!_ _ombgnatlons of _he i0 elgonvectors, h s_rongth of the PCA analysis la
that all 8760 hourly pattern_ could be approximately deac_.ibed usinB
weighted combinations of Just a few of the elgenvcctors, wl_h the
remainder off the eisonv_ctors needed only to d_ucrlba soma small rasld-
" ual variance in th_ da_a set unexplained by the primary elgenvactors.
It Is frequently possible to assign some physical meaning to these
primary elgenvector wind patterns_ although this is not n_cessarily
true since the eigenvectors are a_cifacts of an abstract mathematical
i" procedure.
Once the elgenvectors and their weighting factors (known as the princi-
._:_ pal components) are determined, they may be used to generate approxl-
mate statistics of wind behavior at sites throughout the area. Days
. for which the behavior of the elgenvector weighting factors are similar
can be identified. From each group of similar days, a typlcal day can
' ° be selected. Numerical models [5] or other techniques are then used to
interpolate winds between measurement locations. Then, knowing roughly
the frequency of occurrence of these typical days identified by PCA,
one could generate statistics of wind behavior at any desired locatlon.
: Alternatively, Endllch at al. [6] exploit the properties of a linear
_ numerical model. That is, i£ the input data may be represented by 70%
•- of elgenvector A, 25% of eigenvector B (and some residual variance),
L the solution can be represented by 70% of the solution for elgenvector A
plus 25% of the solution for B. Since only a few eigenvectors can
: describe most of the input data set, the numerical model need be run
_:,_ only a few times. Weighted combinations of these solutions yield
-: statistics (for as long a period as the data set) at any point in the
region (Figure i).
After analyzing wind patterns and applying other techniques to pick out
_ likely high wind resource sites, one may wish to instrument those
sites. Then there arises the problem of interpreting the _limatological
i '_' significance of the relatively short-term data. A basic first question 1
i to ask of a year's data at a candidate site is how representative of a
_. long-term (e.g., 30 yr) mean is the measured annual mean, since annual
energy production from a wind turbine will be roughly proportional to
the annual mean wind speed. This question has been studied extensively
[7,8,9] with roughly the same result based on analysis of numerous
National Weather Service sites and across the United States and in
. Hawaii and Alaska. As a national average, there are regional variations
[7] the climatic mean wind speed will be within +_10% of a single annual
mean wind speed observation 90% of the time.
Attempts to adjust the climatic wind speed estimate using a season or
.:. year of site measurements and a comparison with nearby climatic data
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_., FIGURE I, COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND PREDICTED SEASONAL _:_ L, )
__ SPEEDS FOR MT. TOM, MASSACHUSETTS. PREr.LCTIO"" (,._SED
_"' ON AN EIOENVECTOR ANALYSIS PROCEDURE "" ",ED : . A MA38
CONSISTENT MODEL [6].
|_',
;-.' have been made [1,7,8,10]. The simplest approach is tO determine the
r-_" ratio of the mean wind speeds simultaneously measured at the site and
[i_._• the climatic station and multiply the ratio by the climatic wind speed
_:. measured at the climatic station. This essentially assumes that monthly
or seaso:al mean wind speeds are perfectly and linearly correlated (a
correlation coefficient of r = 1.0)(a) at all locations with an area.
i"_,, Typical correlation of monthly mean speeds between sites within i00 km
_._' of each other in fairly simple terrain is r _ 0.4-0.5| for annual means
", r = 0.3-0.5 [7]. Corotis [8] suggests an adjustment that incorporates
the correlation explicitly. However, ample evidence exists to show
i_-._[',:_: that adjustment of annual or monthly mean wind speeds does not yield
i _; significant and reliable improvement in estimates of the climatic means
':' [1,7,8] Furthermore the correlation of annual and monthly means
[,.: between sites is a very sensitive quantity, because the interannual
_.-' . standard deviations are small [1,8].
%
i_"} Topographical Indicators
u_ Historically, wind machines have been sited by applying topographical
i""" indicators, which are empirical guidelines describing the general
'.7
_ (a) Tile square of the correlation coefficient, r2, is a measure of the
..; [ractlon of the variance about the mean value that is attributable
,,. to the relationship of two quantltltes. Thus, if the correlation
I:=_" between monthly means at two situs is r = 0.5, only 25_ of the
i _i:'; variance about tile climatic mean at each 81te may be attributed to
i-_'"_i a correlation between monthly ,leans at tile tWO sites.
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P.fft, cLH of _4_rratn o_' ,urfact_. obatael..a on tlw w:htd. Rt,et,ntly, Lopo-
graph:l, vaI t.ndicatort_ were stied extensively tn tim I_OE r¢_g,lonnl resource
a,st_Htnm_atn. Topographl,cal gu:Ldt(l.lnt_t_art, baHt,d on a physical tinder
t_tandlufi of how I:Olmgraphy afflicts fl.ow and o11 ¢,xpcrt'.[ermc gained
through obat_rvat|.on. An uudt,r,Lmlding of tlmm, gu_tdolinea is also
:Lnwttuabl.e tn Itlt-orpi3d:Ing1:110 l:o.aul,is of nnmt_.rleal, alld phyM,val
model, lag tlktldlt_tl and mt_amtrqm¢_nt, tl.
A numb_._r of t:opographl.cal ft_aturtm art_ rqeagn:lzed aa :Lnd:l.cators of high
wind qnorgy potent'taX. One group :lncl.udL:s gaps, patmes, and gorgtm i.n
are.litt el! l'requq.nt strotlg pressure gradit:nts. 'rhone strong pressure,
;,,radl¢_ntt; occur when large temperature gradients form across a mountain
barrl.qr. For _.,xample. t coastal, mountains separate a nearly un.l.form
temperature marirto a:l.r mass from continental air masses. The inland
alr can become hot In summer or daytime, or cold in winter or at night,
thereby causlng seasonal and diurnal fluctuations in the pressure
gradient across passes. Pressure gradients also form across mountalu
ranges when strong winds, as from a storm, blow up against the mountain
barrier. If the flow has Insufficient kinetic energy to cross the
potential energy barrier that the mountains represent, the gaps,
passes, and gorges are the relief points for the winds driven by the
storm,
Long wllleys extending parallel to prevailing wind dlrections are often
good wind energy regions also. The wind stream is channelled by the
valley walls. At narrow points along a broad valley, mass conservation
causes winds to accelerate through tlm constriction. In the opposite _:
way the river of alr spreads out and slows do_n_ where the valley widens.
Summits of ridges and mountains usually provide enhanced wind resource
areas. Over small-scale bills and ridges (less than 300 m hlgh), the
air accelerates over the crest. This is also due to mass conservation;
a stream of air is vertically compressed as it flows over the hill ana
so must move faster in the constricted region. This is not necessarily
so for the flow over largo-scale mountains. The winds at summit
clevatlon of a high mountain may actually slow do_ near the summit
because of the drag that the mountain exerts on the flow. However,
mountains and ridges are still usually good resource areas because they
are llke tall towers that intercept the flow a.thlBlmr levels where
winds are usually stronger.
Some features that indicate Low wind energy potential are basins and
wllleys that are perpendicular to tlm prevailing wind. 'rlmse features
can be Low wind areas because the flow spreads out over them, opposite
t'o the el'feet of flow acceleration over ridges, or bocaust_ tlmy collect
cold, heavy air that ,tagttates at potential energy mlnlma.
l'roper use Of topographlca[ Indicators requires an experienced boundary
layer meteorologist because the issue of when and how to use them, and
how I:ar to trust them, are complex. Cons:ider the complexity of flow
over a small Ira, Isled bill. Nind speeds at a given height above the
terrain surface u.qually are higher over the stumntt of a h:[ll than over
surroundluy lowlands. One eapt, r lmr.t reported by Bradley [111,
designed to collect a data set for te.ttng of uumerlcal and analytical
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i ' models of flow over hills, consisted of detailed measurements from a
? !' L_I'
tower atop a 170-m hill and from another tower on the flat plain upwind
_:°_ of the hill. Reasonably good comparisons between model predictions
.i';, (based on the upwind tower measurements) and the summit measurements
t ._c,, : were obtained for a very restricted set of atmospheric conditions. The
I_" ' first restriction was tlmt the atmospheric stability was nearly neutral,
r_ " which moans that the vertical temperature structure is such that buoy-
L _,_. ancy forces on warm or cool parcels of air do not contribute to gonera-
t
i ,i,_ tion (unstable conditions) or suppression (stable conditions) of turbu-
_§_5 lento, and hence do not contribute to mixing of mean wind speeds from
_... different levels. The second restriction was that the height of the
_ .,. planetary boundary layer (PBL) was at least 500 m above the plain. The
!-i!_' top of the PBL is often made visible by the temperature inversion that '
,,, : forms a "lld" that traps smog beneath it. Oftentimes the wind speed
=:. increases as air flows through the constriction formed by the tempera-L.I%
L_._ ture inversion and the hill, but due to the complicated response of the
Fii_;!'); atmosphere this may not always be so. Bradley states, "Several occur-
rences of the distortion of [wind] profiles by the low-level inversion
_:_)':" have been observed but were not consistent, sometimes resulting in
!!_(_ strongly accelerated flow at the upper levels on the tower., and at
_,.,o: other times strong retardation."
"_'S;__ The example illustrates that even in the most simple of cases, topo-
....., graphical indicators provide only qualitative information. Generic
_%', flow guidelines have been developed from theory, from numerical and
_',_ physical simulations of flow over model terrain, and from actual
_.",. measurements of flow around full-scale features. Succinct generallza-
_,_.L_II,_I_I' tions drawn from these studies are useful; however, reliance upon them
_°.i.' must be tempered. Topographical indicators should therefore be used as
"Y,(,' guidelines to:, _o
%"_::.' • understand flow-terraln interactions
:_': • indicate where to look for, or when to use, other indicators
_':.. • indicate where to make measurements
bc_/i: • interpret measurements already made.
I,J',,/.
i] Biological Indicators
I=:o i The study of tree deformation indicates that trees are a useful tool
_:_"' for determining prevailing wind direction, identifying areas where
_°i severe wind and/or ice loads may occur, and for estimating mean annual
_/:_:i wind speed. Estimates of mean annual wind speed based on wlnd-deformed
[:_:-;_''i trees, although subject to some uncertainty, are simple, quick, inexpen-
_::Z:_ slve and usable for identifying locations where more detailed wind
.._.:,,]: measurements are Justified, and as a guide for preliminary ranking oi
_"' sites in terms of wind power potential.
• The degree of permanent tree deformation has been calibrated against
%o... the annual mean wind speed for numerous genera of trees [12]. This was
_ ._ accomplished by measurement of the annual mean wind speed near several 1trees of each genus and determining a linear relationship between the
, value of various indices of tree deformation and the measured mean wind 1
:"J speed. Several indices of tree deformation were explored. The Grlggs- I
" I
, 1
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Putnam index for conift:rt_ and the Barsch index for duciduous trees
subjectively categort.zt: the degree of deformation into L_i_ht elanses.
Tile deformation ratio measures racism angles of tree crown asymmetry
and trunk deflt:ction. The comprtmsion ra_:lo meaauren aHymmotry t,n tim
tree ring growth in the trunk.
The Griggs-Putnam Index or the Barsch lndex, ta_ general, provide the
best estimates of mean annual wind speed. The mean wind speeds and the
95% confidence limits as a fuT_,.'tion index value were determined for
many genera of trees [12] and also reported in [1]. ltowever, it is
best to interpret tree deformation in a local region as a relative
indicator of wind speed, The data used in [12] represent trees and
wind measurements that span much of the U.S., but calibrations can vary
locally [13]. In addition [13] found that deformation of California
Oaks could not adequately discriminate between the intermediate wind
speed indices, and suggested this may be due to the effects of local
winter ice loading on the trees.
In mountainous areasp winds are complex and the sparse wind data avail-
able provide little information on wind direction. By observing
flagged trees, the branches of which grow away from the prevailing wind
direction, the direction of flagging can be determined and marked on a 1
topogr_phlc map. In this way, the mean flow pattern in a local area
can be noted.
Trees can also be used as indicators of destructive forces of severe
wind and icing, which may present problems for wind turbines, their
support str_mtures, and the power transmission lines from the turbines
[4,12]. Broken branches, wind throw (leaning trees) and blow-down are
all evidence of severe winds. Trees with broken branches or tops and
a lack of bark on the upwind side can indicate severe winds or wind-
driven ice.
t.eomortlhological Ind lcators
When winds Interact with and alter the earth's surface, the geomorpho-
logical features that result are called eolian landforms. Especially
in arid regions where vegetation is sparse, winds can erode the surface,
transport sand and dust, and deposit sediment. The erosional and
depostttonal eolian landforms and the characteristics of the trans-
ported sediments are indicators of the history of the winds that caused
these landforms.
(:eomorphologleal interpretative techniques can be applied for three
purposes:
.: * to indicate that a relatively good wind reuource exists where
eol. lan landforms are present
• to determine crude estimates of mean wind speeds from observed
./'
sand dune migration rates, sand stz, c particle dtstrlbtttions, and
sand t'Ipl_le tormation [1,14]
•_ • to hldh'ate prewllling wind dlrt,_ttons.
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Thq pr,tucJpal dlfftcul.t.v with o._Lmat.i11_ wind .pleads u_'_11g ttltmt_ t_ctl-
n lqlam .In tlmt uubut, autial prior knOwl_dgo of the wlnd climatology is
required. For x_xamplt_, how much of tlm total dune migration la emx-
col.l,e_d by wlxldtJ of oppoHl_e dls'uetlOtlfl, or how f1"oquen_ly are wlnd_
.t1"ong enough to cnu_O tlu_ 8alldN of a v_wt, ahl slzo to movo,? If tlltme
_IlIHWO.I',I are In hilnd prior to eolian feature iH1ll.[ysi_, why +arry otlt tho
aua Iy_i_?
Information gained from tilt: use of 8eomorphologtcal indicators is
sometimes he.tpful in forming an integrated picture of the wind regime
in ¢I dat.a-sparao area. Ilowevor, tilt, effort expended should bL_ compared
with tile groat uncertainty of the teelmlque. Aerial photographs may be
obtained during the early stages of tile slttng process for purposes
other than for ex_m_ining col..tan landforms. If eolian indicators are
found in tile photographs, interpret tlle photographs as quickly as
possible and use geomorphological indicator techniques only as part of
stt:o v:isits tiler include other activities, e.g., setting out anemom-
eters or inspecting terrain feasibility. In this way, information can
be added to tile data base of the site without undue delay and expense.
Social and Cultural Indicators
lhtman cultural and behavioral, responses to the climatic wind resource
provide indications of the wind resource characteristics, Just as
geomorphoLogy and ecology are partially determined by the wind. A
sharp observer expiorhtg a candidate resource area should actively look
for and evaluate clues provided by ,qocial and cultural indicators of
wind. Some examples are:
• Location of grazing land versus crop land
• evidence of past n,qe of wind power
• roadway signs
• evidence of past use of wind power
• roadway signs
• wind damage to power ltll_S, bulldtnss, bill.boards, t_tc.
• Location of _uow fences,
I.ong-t line residents of an area, t, apecially those that work outdoors and
cover a large territory (such as utility linemen), can sometimes pro-
vidt, useful information. Ilowover, people tend to overestimate average
wind t_i_eed_ becant_e they remember specific discrete wind event,_ rather
than dvorttgo condlt latiN. |0:volt so t it per'soil may be able to say with
connh|erable confhlcnce that region X has more wind than region ¥. if
region Y 1_ near an egist, tng anemomoter_ then 8amp useful information
may be available to Incorporate Into the evaluation.
Nume r Ic a I _tod_e I lut',
A ittttnt, rlcttl moths| con,qlt_tt_ of It ttt, t of eqtlitt|otl8 that are ilssnmed to
;hh't|U*ltt'lv rtqsl't'st'tlt the I_roceH,_l bt'lttg .qtudit'd ,ithl *1 l_l'Oct,dure for
etol%.'lltF I llt,elO eqtlitt letter. Ilntorlunittely tltet'e IS no gl, tR, ral tteltttion to
t he ¢,qtlitt Loiter t lulL dt_sct'[bt ' theft, pt'oct, et,qt,8. A t'oulttlon itpprott¢lt |8 to
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;.".. enlist the assistance of computers to numerically achieve a solution to
the fundamental equations, also known as primitive equations. Even
:/.. numerically derived solutlons of the prlmltLve equations are extremely
:- difficult and costly to obtalnt so other approaches seek to simplify
i:+:'_' the problem by starting with a set of simpler equations, e.g., a set
.:,,. that only considers conservation of mass.
:" The advantage of numerical modeling as a tool for siting is that=_ .
...._,. numerical models provide an objective method for estimating the effects
"/:")"" of terrain on airflow and for interpolating wind. data from locations
_i,°,_ where there are observations to locations where there are none. The
' primary disadvantage associated with the use of numerical models is the
_;:.. uncertainty in their accuracy, which is due to lack of verification.
i.....:. There have not been enough experiments in which model simulations have
i .,_=' been compared with good field measurements. This will remain the case
FL_#'+'+.,.,, for a long time, since there are not very many good data sets for
,_o_:._,_: experiments of this type. The expense of gathering good verification
.... data is large. The only alternative is good Judgment. The person
:+:,i!ii!:'_ analyzing model results should accept or reject them on the basis of
[_$7,+ how well he feels the model simulates the important physical processes
-_:, contro11ing the flow.
i '_?'
[-_°"(_. A primitive equation model available at the University of Virginia was
F_ tested with wind turbine siting applications In-mlnd [15]. Figure 2
:?.ti'_(. compares model predictions of wind power density (units of i00 W/m 2)
i_'_.,_..., wlth measurements obtained primarily from a research aircraft that flew
__"!:.:" a rectangular pattern over the Delmarva Peninsula. The general patternj..
_+.,-• of the wind power field (inland minimum, coastal gradient, offshore
_:,. maximum) is reproduced by the model, but the model missed on details of
'i,/_i; the magnitudes.
i+>,iiIL
i °_'+_. PREDICTED OBSERVED
i o/"w
i+
+ ,:+/_ .
+
• +.. ,O,m-
.+ .
FIGURE 2. AREAL DISTRIBUTION OF PREDICTED AND OBSERVED WIND POWER
. ::+ DENSITY (i00 W/m 2) AT 170 m ABOVE THE SURFACE OVER THE
DEL_LARVA PENINSULA. PREDICTIONS MADE BY THE UNIVERSITY
?+: OF VIRGINIA MESOSCALE MODEL INITIALIZED FOR 30 JAN 80,
". , 0828 EST.
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In an analysle of the skill of the model [15], it was arsued that
prediction errors must be pa_tltioned into those due to inadequacies of
: the model and inadequacies of the initial data Used to start and carry
.. out a simulation. St was argued that the skill of choosing initial
data was lower than the skill cf the model. In the same study, the
' model predictions showed no skill at all in the South Texas Coast area.
That was attributed to the diurnal variations of the large-scale pres-
sure fleld caused by the gently slopln8 topography in the south central
' United States. Those variations were not incorporated into the initial
•:" and boundary conditions. That study concludes: "We conclude that for
'_: coastlines with llttle topography, the mesoscale model usefully pre-
dicts the magnitude and location of the centers of maxlmumand minimum
".: wind power. For coastal areas with considerable topography, a more
=',i, complete initialization of the model is required." In fact, whether or
not primitive equation models can operate successfully for wind energy
assessments in areas of significant topography is still a matter that
_ ..i is under research scrutiny.
A simpler class of models that attempts to satisfy many of the physical
i _._ laws of a complex primitive equation model but at a small fraction of
_ the cost is conceivable. Most of these would be generally referred to
_: as two-dimenslonal models. One type of two-dlmenslonal model simulates
_ _ air flow in a vertical plane by specifying that terms in the equations
dealing with variations perpendlcular to the simulated plane are non-
_ existent. For example, flow from the ocean over a coastal ridge might
.!,i be simulated with such a model. Often times this type of two-dimen-
sional model is developed as a subset of a larger three-dimenslonal
. primitive equation model and used for initial tests prior to a full-
_i scale three-dimensional model run. Other two-dimensional models solve
_i_i equations describing flow in some suitably defined layer near the
: ground, usually the planetary boundary layer_ which may be several
_" hundred meters to a few kilometers thick. Layer-averaged primitivei
equation models [16,17] require surface and lateral boundary conditions
" similar to more elaborate models, but a number of questionable assump-
_.i riots must be made about conditions at the top of the layer. The same
': is true for layer-averaged models that solve simplified equations
i.. derived from the primitive equations [18]. How the upper boundary is
modeled will have a significant impact on the resulting near-surface
::._ windfleld for reasons related to processes discussed previously under
_ topographical indicators. Although these models should be able to
mimic certain effects where differences in surface temperature, surface
•"_ roughness, and elevation are present, there has not been much verifi-
cation effort. Consequently their reliability and accuracy related to
wind energy applications is still poorly known.
The simplest models that have been used for wind energy applications
are known as objective analysis or mass-consistent models [1,5,6,19,20].
These models use input data and some initialization scheme to generate
a wind vector at each point in a three-dimensional grid. This initial
windfield is then adjusted with successive iterations until the wind-
field satisfies the physical constraint imposed on the solution, namely,
the conservation of mass. Mathematically, the minimum adjustment
posslble is made so the flow is as near the initial guess as mass
,.' consistency allows. The quality of the initial guess windfield is
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obviously critical. Other conditions in the model determine how the
adjustments are achieved. The low_r boundary condition requires the
surface winds to be parallel to the terrain slope. A model parameter
controls how much adjustment takes place in the vertical dimension
rather than horizontally, thereby controlling how much air blows over a
ridge and how much goes around. The height of the top of the modeled
region can be varied (tuned) to control the amount of speedup realized
over mountain summits [6].
Objective analysis models have received the most attention for verifi-
cation _,_,dies for wind energy applications [i]. The general results
are usually quite reasonable. A modellng study of Oahu [21], for
example, showed some reduction of wind speed upwind of the steep wind-
ward ridge, maximum winds along the ridgetops, and light winds in the
lee of the mountalns. Of course, those general predictions are Just
what one would expect from appllcation of topographical indicators.
Table 2 provides a perspective on numerical model accuracy and relates
it to accuracy achlevable through use of topographical indicators. The
table shows, for example, an Oabu simulation using a high data density
input [21]; that of the four windiest sites predicted with the model,
only one was actually observed to be in the four windiest sites.
However, five of the top seven (and nine of the top ten) sites pre-
dlctea were actually observed in the top seven (and top ten) most windy
sites. The table indicates that there is a 20% chance that the result
could have been obtained through a random selection of any four of the
sites. However, there is Just a very small chance that random selec-
tion of seven of the 20 sites would result in at least five of the
observed top seven sites being selected. These results suggest that
the model should be used as an indicator of high wind resource _e_s
from which several sites may be selected for further consideration or
instrumentation, but that the model should not be relied on to pinpoint
the absolute best site.
The results in Table 2 from modeling the Nevada Test Site [22] differ
somewhat from the Oahu results. Three of the top four sites were
selected by the model but only five of the top ten. This occurred
because the best sites were on well-exposed high ground, easily dis-
criminated by the model, whereas the remainder of the sites did not
span a very large range of mean wind speeds.
Table 2 also shows results from a ranking of the 20 Oahu and the 20
Nevada sites where a meteorologist experienced in the use of topo-
graphical indicators and unfamiliar with the model verification studies,
determined a rank. Evidently, a qualified meteorologist can compete
fairly well wit}, the mass consistent models.
A model's accuracy should also be Judged in terms of the use of its
output. A first investigator might claim the seasonal trends shown in
Figure i are well capt,red by the model. A second might say that the
error of nearly 1 m/s in the mean in every season but Fall represents a
significant error in tileprediction of sltc energy production. And a
third might counter the seCOlld by questioning the accuracy with which
energy production estimates can be made and by pointing out that the
lob
.,--.%'.
i
• . ,...
....."_" TABLE 2. NUMBER OF SITES OBSERVED IN TOP X SITES
The value in parentheses is the chance that the tabulated
,. result could be achieved by random selection
Top X Sites _of. 20
I, '_: Case and Prediction Method X-4 X=7 X-10
Oahu, NOABL (a), 6 stations plms i (20%) 5 (<1%) 9 (<1%)
"' " rawinsonde input [21]
_._ Oahu, NOABL, rawlnsonde input [21] 1 (20%) 5 (<1%) 8 (<1%)
-y r
_i_:'_/' Nevada, NOABL, 6 stations plus 3 (<1%7 4 (1%) 5 (2%)
,:_,._!. rawlnsonde input [22 ]
-_......
:_.::.i_" Oahu, topographical indicators (b) 3 (<1%) 6 (<1%) 8 (<1%)
_il)),. Nevada, topographical indicators (b) 2 (3%) 3 (3%) 6 (1%)|_%_,i_
i__i_.' (at NOABL is the name of a mass consistent objective analysis
•' model [20]
_i. " (b) The rank was dete_mined independently using topographical
_..,.' indicators by a recognized expert.
_iiiI importance of the errors may vary seasonally as the fuel mix of the
[_e... utility varies seasonally.
__.' Physical Modelln$
',i:i Physical modeling involves placing a scaled model of an object into a
wind tunnel, water tunnel (also known as a flume), or a towing tank in
! order to determine how the object interacts with a fluid flowing over
it. If the modeling study is constrained to consider only those prob-
_: lems that can be properly posed in a flow facility, physical modeling ,
-_:_:i,'_, can yield results more accurate than numerical models. Physical
=/:. modeling of atmospheric flows does require large, specialized facili-
,.'-. ties, however.
_' _ The theoretical foundation of physical modeling is the principle of
_._, :i. similarity. The principal states that if certain constraints are met,
-:.. flow over a dimensionally similar model will be identical to flow over ,
! _ , the full-size object--as long as boundary conditions are also the same.
:.... The constraints can be found by analyzing the equations that describe
t_
• _ fluid flow.
The equations describing air flow in a wind tunnel are identical to the
•- equ_itlons describing flow over full-scale terrain (and the same as the
.. prlmit[ve equations discussed under numerical modeling). What differs
_" between wind tunnel and full-scale flows is the relative importance of
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various te_s in the equations of motion. The importance of various
" terms in the equations of motion is related to the relative values
; among a group of dimensionless numbers. The Reynolds number, Re,
describes the ratio of accelerations in the flow to viscous forces
(actually, force per unit mass, hence units of acceleration). At high
,, Reynolds numbers typical of atmospheric flows, the value of Re charac-
terizes certain properties of the turbulence structure of the flow.
, The Rossby number, Ro, relates the accelerations in the flow to the
effects (Corlolls force) due to the earth's rotation. The Rossby I
number is small, meaning rotation is an important aspect of the flow,
if large (i000 km) sections of terrain are being Studied. The ratio of
" accelerations to buoyancy forces is expressed in the Froude numbe_, Ft.
•,. Atmospheric stability, which depends on the vertical variation o£ wind
; and temperature, is reflected in the Froude number. Atmospheric sta-
' billty controls detailed characteristics of the turbulence structure,
which in turn feeds back to affect the wind structure, so the Froude
number is an important descriptor of the flow.
" Analysis of the equations of motion shows that the key requirements for
modeling atmospheric flow for wind energy purposes are a region smaller
than a few tens of kilometers, a large Reynolds number, a Froude number
identical to the actual flow, and identical initial and boundary condl-
tions [i]. Strict similarity is impossible to achieve for all flows.
For example, maintaining Reynolds number slmilarlty within full-scale
, and laboratory flows may make it impossible to _mintain Froude number
similarity. How satisfactorily a physical model satisfies these
;_ requirements is largely a function of stability. The slmllarlty con-
, straints are met most easily for slightly to moderately unstable flows
when local terrain relief is small compared to the depth of the 5ound-
ii_ ary layer. Under these conditions, flow in the boundary layer should
', be fairly homogeneous and the wind profiles simple with little turning
_, of the wind vector with height. This situation results in fairly
:,, simple boundary conditions and the atmospheric flow can probably be
represented by a neutral stabillty boundary layer in a wind or water
.:. tunnel.
APPLICATION OF THE SITING TECHNIQUES
The siting techniques discussed above are applied differently, or not
at all, at various points in the siting process depending on the partlc-
ular problem at hand, Currently, a siting methodology is under develop-
', ment(a) that encompasses all siting issues, not Just the meteorological
aspects of siting. Four stages of slting are Identifiedt
" I Identification and Ranking of Candidate Resource Areas
: II Selecting Potential Candidate Sites
IIl Selecting Candidate Sites
IV Selecting Preferred Sites.
(a) Electric Power Research Institute pro_ect RP-1520, Developing a
i Wind Turbine Siting Methodology for the Utility Industry.
.", . .
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The following is a description of how a m_teorologlst might undertake
the second stage, which is most like what one might call wind pros-
pecting. Further guidana_ for this and other stages may he found in
[i] and the forthcoming EPRI report.
Stage II seeks to identify Potential Candidate Sites (PCS) within the
identified Candidate Resource Areas (CRA). The usable siting techniques
in an approximate order of cost ,£_ectivenes_ are:
• evaluated axistlng data
• topographical indicators
• biological indicators
• social and cultural indicators
• numerlcal modellng
• geomorphological indicators.
The meteorologlst should begin by determining the meteorological pat-
terns that dominate winds in the eRA. Especlally important are the
wind directions. Then, topographical maps would be consulted. When
the wind patterns are interpreted with the topographical indicators,
the meteorologist should be able to identify the best likely wind
zones. Looking more closely at the topography within each zone, the
meteorologlst could even 5egln to make a tentative llst of locations
from which the llst of Potential Candidate Sites may later emerge. 1
IThe most cost-effectlve thing to do at that time is to have the meteo-
rologist go to the CRA, drive through it and examine it for biological,
social/cultural, or geomorphological indicators. Special, though not
exclusive, attention should be paid to the sites on the tentative list
of locations developed prior to going out in the field. During this
drive through the CRA, the meteorologist will clearly be somewhat
confined to stay near roads (road qualities and bridge load limits
should be considered for possible future construction access) and
posslbly transmission lines. On this drive through the CRA, the meteo-
rologist may formulate a recommendation on the necessity of performing
off-road prospecting trips, aerial surveys, or appllcation of numerical
modeling studies.
If the topography is hilly or mountainous and the meteorologist sees no
consistent evidence from biological or geomorphological indicators, the
use of numerical models should be considered. Physical modeling is not
appropriate because of the large terrain areas involved. The mass-
consistent models are probably the easiest to apply. However, since
mass-consistent models tend to predict Just what one would predict
through appllcatlon of topographlcal indicators, the time and expense
of a field program Just to obtain data to drive a model must be care-
fully weighed against the anticipated results. It is probably more
prudent to first run the model with available data. The sensitivity of
the model predictions to variations or adjustments to the input data
should be determined. If llttle sensitivity is found, one could accept
the indications of the high wind areas and go examine those areas for
supporting evidence (such as deformed vegetation). If a great deal of
sensitivity is found, supporting field measurements should be consid-
ered. But the reacon for the sensitivity should also be considered.
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The model .my not be h_ndllng _he epeclfic 81muhtlon well, in which
case its predlntlons will be suspect, 0_, the seneltlvlty may be duo
to real physical interaction between winds and terrain. In that case,
the sensitivity should raise the question of whetheg ar not there might
, be troublesome h_gh variability of the wind rcnource in that area,
The primitive equation models theoretically should porformbetter in
the flatter coastal candidate resource areas where surface temperature
and roughness variations are significant. Recall, however, fram the
discussion on numerical modeling above, that a sophisticated primitive
equation model failed to demonstrate skill in its predictions on the
:i_ south Texas coast due to the fact that subtle diurnal changes in the
: large-scale atmospheric pressure field were not incorporated into the
•' input conditions. That kind of failure to obtain proper input could
i ;_: easily occur in the actual application of models by utility subten-
d,,.. tractors. The evidence of failure wouldn't appear until after veri-
_° fying site measurements were made. Again, the best use of the models
_:i is probably in sensitivity testing.
•
,°- There &re wind resource evaluation problems to solve at all stages of
_ the siting process. The problems stem primarily from the spatial varl-
-'"',__ ability of the wind resource, whlchmakes site selection difficult, and
_!.'. from the temporal variability of the resource, which makes the estima-
.., tion of long-term wind statistics difficult. Numerous techniques for
_?' solving these problems have been studle_, and are summarized in this
_.,, paper.
The current capabilities and limitations of each technique are fairly
well-known. As a result, some techniques are applicable only to cer-
_._i rain problems. Efficient solution of the meteorological siting problems
o,_,, at each stage of the siting process requires a strategy for applying
the techniques. The s_rategy should be governed by applylng techniques
=_,_ together or in sequence at each stage. This is done in a way that the
.....;_ first technlques(s) applied produce the most information toward satis-
_ fying the objectives of each stage for a given increment of cost. A
suggested guideline for one stage is given. The actual strategy used
_" for any specific siting problem will require fine tuning by the boundary
" layer meteorologist overseeing the wind resource evaluation efforts.
p
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